
ND 9-1- 1 Association 

March 7-8, 2012 Minutes 

Mission Statement: “To Enhance, Improve, Promote and Facilitate the North Dakota 9-1-1 System.” 

 

Wednesday, March 07, 2012 

Mike Schultz, Sanford Air Ambulance provided information on Air Medical in ND 

Tom Noering, ND Dept of Health presentation on dispatching EMS in ND 

Liz Beck reported the EMS Best Practice survey 

Tom Pavek, Elert & Associates next gen solution overview 

Janell Pepple, Public Relations Committee introduced ideas for public education announcements ie: Calling 9-1-1 on Cell, Can’t Text 9-1-1. Committee will develop 

PSA’s to send out to local jurisdictions to personalize and publish locally. Committee will develop a logo to brand the association for use in published information. 

Asked for addition to business meeting for association vote to pay sponsorships at conferences.  

Liz Beck, representative on ND Emergency Services Committee brought up Smart 9-1-1 for discussion 

Mike Lynk, State Radio explained the Radio ID worksheet. Discussion on narrowband transition. 

Thursday, March 8, 2012 

Byron Siebor presented the Red River Region Dispatch Center upgrade and the Grand Forks link. 

Business Meeting  

Business meeting called to order by President Becky Ault. 

Addition to agenda: Bergquist added consideration an appreciation plaque to the Comfort Inn. Ault added APCO training announcement will be put on website. 

Discussion on appreciation plaque for Comfort Inn. Karen Kempert made a motion to purchase a plaque and present it at the summer quarterly meeting, second 

Joann Ozbun.  

Motion to approve the September minutes by Jerry Bergquist, second by Bill Fahlsing. 

Motion to approve financial report by Jill Brewer, second by Russ Lindbom. 

Old Business 

Discussion on Hearing Standards for PSAP call takers will be discussed during report of the PSAP Standards Committee report. 

New Business 

President Ault is developing a power point for overview of ND 9-1-1 Assn to be placed on the website.  Committees are to develop mission statements. 

Committee/Work Group Reports: 

Legislative – Brent Nelson reported no activity. 

Enhanced Emergency Communications and Technology – Mike Dannenfelzer stated they are finalizing a name, likely to be the Next Generation 9-1-1 Committee.  

From our last meeting we made the following general recommendations to the ECCC:   

1. A highly-qualified technical project (program) manager should be hired as soon as practical as we currently lack the resources, time, and expertise to effectively 

plan and deploy a Statewide project of this magnitude. a) The position should be a full-time position dedicated to NG9-1-1. b) After discussion of where this position 

be best located, there was general consensus that the position should be hired by NDACo under the direction of a broad-based committee (like has been done with 

the Wireless Project) – recognizing the need for neutrality from individual agencies and vendors. c)The ESCCC should recommend to the Information Technology 

Department that ENHANCE 911 Act funds be used to fund this position for the first year (or for as long as the grant or funding will permit). d) A draft amendment to 

the existing joint powers agreement supporting the Wireless Project should be written to provide a possible mechanism for the long-term support of NG9-1-1 

implementation.  

2. The Kimball NG9-1-1 study and master plan should be updated and detailed under the direction of the project manager. a) This may or may not involve L.R. Kimball 

and could possibly be done directly by the project manager.  

3. A funding model needs to be developed, recognizing the cost-benefit of uniformity and shared resources at the network level, supporting rather than hindering 

local decision-making at the PSAP level. 

Also noted in the meeting was that much of the discussion to-date has focused directly on NG9-1-1 premise equipment. The Grand Forks/Fargo project will test some 

very basic network elements but for the most part, more effort needs to go into planning and engineering the network as the remaining i3 requirements come into 

focus. These central elements are critical to ensure the accurate routing of emergency calls and data and should be the primary focus of the NG9-1-1 project 

manager. The host/remote opportunities available in current premise equipment can enable smaller jurisdictions to have flexibility in their operational and financial 

paradigm. While we certainly anticipate improvements in the host/remote capabilities with NG9-1-1 premise equipment, this scenario does not define NG9-1-1. 



Public Relations – Discussion about Pepple’s information presented yesterday. Conversation about whether to sponsor sessions during association conferences. Beck 

made motion for $100 sponsorship at ND EMS conference, second by Kimberly Robbins. Members decided they would like committee to develop generic quarterly 

PSA’s to be sent out for local coordinators to personalize and publish.  

Policy & Standards – Committee is still in information gathering mode. Kempert reported recommendations standards on records retention, from the ND 22 PSAPs 

seems to be 90 days. MT and UT are asking for copy of what ND puts in place. Siebor presented a draft document outlining the initiating authors of the sections they 

plan to include. Sieber found that homeland security standards state background checks should be done on all employees every three years.  Bergquist and Brewer 

presented information on hearing standards.  Signal 100 section actually is owned by Law Enforcement. NCIC terminals must be in a secure location.  

ESCCC – Bergquist stated one project they are working on is a pilot project that connects the 9-1-1 Equipment in Grand Forks with the 9-1-1 Equipment in Fargo 

utilizing data connections from ITD. The ESCCC is moving forward with hiring a Next Gen program manager.  The Committee asked for proposals from both ITD and 

NDACo regarding this new position. ITD decided that they would be unable to have this individual work for them, so the person hired will be based out of the NDACo. 

Grant funds will be used to pay for this new hire, but the grant is due to expire in September. The committee has asked for an extension on the grant funds.  Other 

states are also asking for an extension.  There is a good possibility that the grant will be extended, but it’s not known at this time. Grant funds will get the program 

started and the committee is exploring what other options there would be for long term funding. Timelines to get such a program up and running still not defined, 

however Lindblom stated he’s heard they are hoping to get started on hiring after the second quarter. Lynk stated the Office of Technical Assistance had granted 

funding for a 9-1-1 Study. ESCCC will set parameters for the study, where we are now and what we need to do to comply with NENA standards for Next Gen.    

ND Base Map – Lynk discussed progress on map. Flying is about 70% complete, flying will resume this spring. Processing is behind schedule due to issues with temp 

staffing. Addressing will be first layer, local jurisdictions can hire maintenance with any vendor. GeoComm is required to be 97% accurate in address layer; Lynk will 

meet with local commissions about how they will do validating process. GeoComm will be doing media blitz on process. 

RECCWG – Kempert reported they had teleconference with briefing on Light Square and will have face-to-face meeting in Billings. Lynk gave briefing on a possible 

national funding of Light Square. Issues are that the frequency they want to use could interfere with GPS signals. Siebor stated that a few weeks ago FCC withdrew 

their frequency request. Light Square is looking for other avenues to proceed. 

Wireless- Lindblom reported that the new contract with Century Link, who provides the networking and selective routing for the wireless service in North Dakota, 

came in with exactly the same rates as the previous contract so there will be no change in the price to the local 9-1-1 jurisdictions from NDACo. Requests for pricing 

on NG 9-1-1 services and wireline services were also provided by Century Link. Because of the many unknowns in NG9-1-1 the pricing provided was incomplete. 

Wireline pricing followed the current tariffs filed in North Dakota which have been in effect for many years. Linblom also reported that AT&T has turned up Phase II 

location technology for the legacy Alltel GSM cell sites in ND and because they utilize the “network” location solution rather than “chip in the handset” the 

uncertainty information provided to the PSAP has been very high and unusable. These sites are limited in number but still process calls. Call takers are urged to check 

closely for the uncertainty information on Phase II calls from AT&T sites. Linblom stated that there has been monies approved for NG9-1-1 in the Middle Class Tax 

Relief Job Creation Act of 2012 to be enforced by the FCC, and NTIA. The funds for this project will be generated by the sale of 700  MHz Spectrum and is not going to 

be available for up to three years. 

Dispatching EMS - President Ault initiated discussion about Tom Noering’s presentation yesterday and that he had asked for a possible partnership with ND 9-1-1 

Assn. Ault suggested the appointment of Beck since she is already involved by representing the Assn on the ND Emergency Services committee. Bergquist stated 

Pepple may be a good candidate for the committee as well. Discussion about what the possible ramifications of what his committee is trying to accomplish. 

Round Table –  

President Ault commented on the success of Barry Jaeger’s radio programming in Burke County.  

Germann announced next meeting date, June 6-7, 2012 at Bismarck Comfort Inn. 

Robbins asked about 9-1-1 service being down in her county due to upgrades on trunks lines local telcom/selective router - Condition 3 or losing link from selective 

router to PSAP. Century Link was upgrading equipment expecting local telcom to have arrangements for Condition 4 routing. All counties should be sure 

arrangements are made for this type of condition. Lindblom stated many counties do not have arrangements for Condition 4 in local offices; it so something local 

telecoms have to program. Presentation for membership at future meeting. 

Lynk stated he has pricing on CAD mobiles, not only for LE but also for Ambulances. Advantage will get mapping. Changes in reporting… 

Fahlsing asked about costs of translation services; he’s being charged about $4 per minute. What are other PSAP’s doing for translation? Send information 

Brian Sauter stated many agencies are looking for additional unit numbers. Review what you have. Use unit number spreadsheet on website, it will be updated daily 

by 9am. Question should be directed to him or Jenny at State Radio. 

Introduction of new Century Link supervisor Bozak who covers ND, SD and WY. 

Kottenbrock will get definitions about “Conditional” situations to Germann to forward to membership.   

Dannelfelzer The Dakota 9-1-1 Conference will be held in Pierre, SD May 7-10, 2012; because there is little chance of flooding this year, everyone should have plenty 

of time to attend. 

Lies reported mutual aid agreements have been signed by regional hazmat teams. Requests for team will be made through State Radio; calls into PSAPs should be 

forwarded to State Radio. 

 

Motion to adjourn. 

Submitted by Karla Germann 


